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Abstract
We propose and numerically verify a novel scheme of frequency-shift free optical phase
conjugation by counter-propagating dual pump four-wave mixing in nonlinear fiber. The two
counter-propagating pumps create a Bragg grating inside the fiber, which diffracts the forward
propagating signal and generates a backward propagating idler wave whose phase is conjugate of
signal phase. The two pump frequencies are placed symmetrically about signal frequency to
ensure that idler wave will have same frequency as that of signal wave. Since the signal and idler
waves appear at opposite ends, the idler is easily filtered out from the rest of the spectrum. Using
nonlinear Schrödinger equation, we derive equations of signal and idler evolution. We obtain
expressions for idler phase and show that perfect phase conjugation is achieved at an optimum
length of fiber for a given pump power. We study the effect of fiber length and pump power on
phase conjugation. Simulation results show the perfect phase conjugation at optimum fiber
length under lossless conditions and small phase-offset when fiber loss and self and cross phase
modulations are included. The small phase-offset is avoided by choosing fiber length smaller
than optimum fiber length. Simulation results exhibit close agreement to theoretical values,
which validates our simulations.
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1. Introduction
Optical phase conjugation (OPC) finds variety of applications
in waveform reconstruction, nonlinear spectroscopy, phase
locking, interferometry, optical data processing, optical
squeezing, dispersion and nonlinearity compensation in single
mode fibers [1–4]. OPC is generated through various pro-
cesses e.g. three and four-wave mixing in periodically poled
LiNbO3 crystal, highly nonlinear fibers (HNLFs) or semi-
conductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) [1, 5–7]. In particular,
HNLF is easily spliced to single mode fiber with low loss and
hence, OPC in HNLF is specifically suitable for telecom
applications like dispersion and nonlinearity compensation
via mid span spectral inversion (MSSI) [8]. In MSSI,
impairments due to fiber dispersion and nonlinearities in the
first half of the fiber are inverted by OPC, and compensated
by subsequent transmission through the second half of the
fiber. Nonlinear compensation based on MSSI using OPC in
HNLF and SOA is also been demonstrated in [4, 9]. How-
ever, in this method, OPC is accompanied by shift in signal
frequency leading to strong channel crosstalk in WDM sys-
tems. Another method based on OPC in silicon waveguides
has been demonstrated [10]. This method shows low channel
crosstalk and hence can be used in WDM systems, but
requires additional optical amplifiers to compensate for the
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optical losses in silicon waveguide. It also requires careful
selection of waveguide dimensions to achieve phase matching
and higher conversion efficiency.
Several approaches have been reported for generation of
non-frequency shifted OPC, which includes co-propagating
orthogonally polarized dual pump FWM in SOA and fibers
[11, 12]. However, all the techniques cited above require the
polarization state of signal to be parallel with one of the
pumps, results in shift of polarization of conjugated signal.
Since, polarization of signal in a transmission system cannot
be readily controlled, so a technique for polarization insen-
sitive frequency-shift free OPC is required.
In this paper, we propose a new technique to realize
polarization insensitive frequency-shift free phase conjuga-
tion. OPC is achieved by counter-propagating dual pump
FWM in HNLF, in which first pump and signal waves are
injected into one end of the HNLF and a second pump is
injected into other end. The two counter-propagating pumps
creates standing wave which results in Bragg grating
throughout the length of HNLF. The incoming signal diffracts
from this grating and generates idler. The generated idler
propagates in the direction opposite to that of the signal. We
place the pump frequencies symmetrical about signal fre-
quency such that the generated idler has same frequency as
that of the signal. This symmetric placement of pump fre-
quencies allows for large separation between pump and signal
frequencies and yet a small phase mismatch. The small phase
mismatch causes the efficient generation of idler. We show
analytically that idler phase is conjugate of signal phase for
optimum fiber length. The signal and idler are spatially
separated and extracted at opposite ends of the fiber. We
demonstrate that our proposed OPC model is able to generate
perfect phase conjugation, by modulating the signal with a
non-zero chirp intensity modulator and resolving the temporal
profile of electrical field envelope of idler. We further
investigate the effects of length of HNLF and pump power on
efficiency and phase-offset of OPC.
A scheme describing backward generated idler at dif-
ferent frequency, but whose phase is conjugate of signal was
proposed in [13], in which, two forward propagating pump
interact with co-propagating signal to generate an idler which
is non-conjugates and frequency shifted image of signal. A
third forward propagating pump, together with one of the
initial pumps, signal and idler interact via FWM process to
generate phase conjugation. In [11, 12], frequency-shift free
phase conjugated wave was co-propagated with signal and
shift of polarization in conjugated wave assisted the filtering
of conjugate. However in our scheme, frequency-shift free
phase conjugated wave and signal wave appears at opposite
end of fiber and hence spatially filtered, thus eliminating the
need of polarization-shift in conjugate.
The advantages of our proposed technique are: (a) gen-
eration of phase conjugated wave (idler) at C-band, (b) no
frequency and polarization shift in conjugated wave (idler),
and (c) polarization insensitive phase conjugation. We ana-
lyze signal and idler evolution in the fiber using nonlinear
Schrodinger equation (NLSE) formalism under strong pump
approximation. The resulting coupled differential equations
are numerically solved using Runge–Kutta 45 (rk45) method
and the results are compared with analytical solution to
validates our simulation. We observe perfect phase conjuga-
tion with efficiency −17 dB for HNLF length of 2.85 km and
pumps power at 9.22 dBm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows; in section 2
we briefly discuss the theory of counter-propagating dual
pump FWM in HNLF, leading to OPC generation. In
section 3, we discuss simulation results of our proposed
scheme of phase conjugation. Finally, we conclude by sum-
marizing our results in section 4.
2. System description
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed
method to generate OPC. The frequencies ω1, ω2, and ωs
corresponds to pump1, pump2, and signal respectively. Pump1
and signal waves are fed into one end on HNLF and pump2 is
fed into other end. The two counter-propagating pump forms
standing wave inside HNLF and which in turn creates Bragg
grating. This grating diffracts signal to create idler at same
frequency i.e. at ωs. This process must satisfy frequency and
phase matching conditions: ω1+ω2=2ωs and
k k k k1 2 s i+ = + , where k k,1,2 s, and ki denote propagation
vectors of pumps, signal, and idler respectively. Since signal
and idler waves are counterpropagating (k ks i= - ) phase
matching condition reduces to k k 01 2+ = . Although the
two pump waves are counterpropagating and hence, have
opposite signs of k, their magnitudes are not equal. Hence a
residual phase mismatch k k k 01 2∣ ∣ ∣ ∣D = - ¹ must be taken
into account while deriving expressions governing signal and
idler evolution in the fiber. We choose ω1=ωs−Ω and
ω2=ωs+Ω to minimize residual phase mismatch Δk. To
further minimize Δk, we take the frequencies of signal and
idler to be zero dispersion frequency of the fiber. Expanding
Δk at ωs using Taylor’s series, we obtain, Δk=2k
(1)Ω,
where k k1 s∣( ) = w w w
¶
¶ =
, shows that the residual phase mismatch
Figure 1. Proposed scheme for optical phase conjugation in
nonlinear fiber. The two pumps propagate in opposite directions as
do signal and idler waves. Phase of idler wave is conjugate of that of
signal wave. The phase conjugated signal (idler) wave appears at
fiber input z=0 while the residual signal appears at fiber output
z=L. Symmetrical placement of pump frequencies allow efficient
generation of idler at signal frequency. HNLF = highly nonlinear
fiber, PC1,2= polarization controller, CIRC1,2= circulator,
LD1,2,3= laser diode, MZM = Mach–Zehnder modulator, OTF =
optical tunable filter.
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(Δk) depends upon the detuning between pumps and sig-
nal (Ω).
The electric field of the two pumps, signal, and
idler waves are given by A j t k zexp ,1 1 1( ( ))w -
A j t k zexp ,2 2 2( ( ))w - A j t k zexps s s( ( ))w - , and
A j t k zexpi i i( ( ))w - respectively, where A1, A2, As, and Ai
are slow varying pulse envelopes. Assuming strong pump
approximation and that all waves are co-polarized (for sim-
plicity), equations governing signal and idler evolution can be


























where E is the total electric field and γ is the
nonlinear coefficient of the fiber. Substituting
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where α is fiber attenuation. In (2), the first, second, and third
term accounts for attenuation, self phase modulation (SPM),
and cross phase modulation (XPM) respectively, and fourth
term accounts for FWM. The evolution of signal and idler in
equation (2) is derived in a similar way of signal and idler
evolution for forward FWM in HNLF derived in [14]. We
keep the detuning between pumps and signal (Ω) away from
gain range of stimulated Brillouin and Raman scattering
processes to neglect the contribution of Brillouin and Raman
scattering.
Analytical solution of (2) is complex and to simplify the
solution we neglect the attenuation, SPM, and XPM in a first
instance. Solving (2) subject to boundary conditions,
As(0)=As0 and Ai(L)=0, we obtain
A z j kz z L
j k z L A
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2. The idler phase fi(z)
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where fs(0) is the phase of the signal wave at z=0. At fiber
input, L0 tan tan 0 ;ki 2
1
2 s( )( ) ( ) ( )*f m f= - +p m- D for perfect
phase conjugation fi must be conjugate of signal phase i.e.
fi(0)= 0s ( )*f . We define phase-offset (ΔΦoffset) as the extra















The phase-offset offsetDF , depends upon the pumps power,
residual phase mismatch and length of HNLF. The HNLF
length for which ΔΦoffset=0 is defined as optimum fiber
length Lop. From (5), we find that Lop=π/2μ. We note that,
the optimum fiber length is function of pumps power. We can
ensure fi(0)=fs
*(0) by choosing fiber length L equal to Lop.
Finally, we define efficiency of the idler wave as the ratio of
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Thus, efficiency η is periodic function of fiber length L, with
periodicity ‘π/μ (=2Lop)’. The efficiency η and it is
periodicity depends on pumps power and residual phase
mismatch through μ. Both the phase-offset and efficiency
depends on the linewidth of pumps and signal. As linewidth
of pump and signal waves increases, residual phase mismatch
Δk also increases resulting in deterioration of phase-offset
and efficiency.
Finally, at z=0, idler is conjugate of the signal wave, if
L=Lop. The above formulation is valid for the pulse waves
propagation in HNLF as the dispersion in HNLF is very
small.
3. Simulation results
We have simulated (2) numerically using rk45 method and
compared the results with theoretical expressions (3) for
signal and idler evolution. To validate our simulations, we
first simulate (2) neglecting the SPM and XPM contribution
with α=0. We verify that the simulation result is in close
agreement with (3). Later we accounted for SPM and XPM
effect with α=0.9 dB km−1 for signal and idler evolution.
We choose the simulation parameter of industrial highly
nonlinear fiber with zero-dispersion wavelength (ZDW) at
1540 nm [15]. The parameters are: pump wavelengths
λ1=1539.5 nm and λ2=1540.5 nm, signal and idler
wavelengths λs(=λi)=1540 nm, γ=9.3W
−1 km−1, signal
power of −7 dBm, and pump power of 9.22 dBm each. We
keep the two pumps power equal, to reduce FWM instability
resulting from exchange of power between two pumps
[16, 17]. The optimum fiber length Lop was calculated to be
3 km from the knowledge of μ. We keep, Ω=63.25 GHz to
avoid the stimulated Brillouin and Raman scattering. Bril-
louin and Raman scattering processes have significant gain at
10.45–10.55 GHz and 5–20 THz detuning range respectively.
We investigate the phase inversion by OPC, using on-off
keying modulated chirped signal, which can be generated by a
non-zero chirp Mach–Zehnder modulator (MZM) with repe-
titive pattern of ‘1101’ at 40 Gbps. Unbalanced optical power
in MZM couplers introduces chirp in the signal. We model
3
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where Vπ=10 V is half-wave voltage of MZM,
V cosV V t
TRF 2 2
2
s( )= - + pp p for 50% return-to-zero pulse
shaping, and Γ=0.8. Figure 2 shows plot of temporal
profile of intensity and phase of signal and conjugate wave
versus time. Dashed line in figure 2(a) shows intensity
modulation of signal at 40 Gbps and solid line shows the
chirping introduce in signal by MZM. Figure 2(b) shows a
similar intensity variation of the idler wave demonstrates
modulation information transfer from signal and phase of
idler wave is inverse of that of the phase of signal wave
confirms phase conjugation. In this process, we neglected the
pulse broadening of idler due to dispersion in HNLF, as the
signal (and, idler) wavelength is taken at ZDW of HNLF and
dispersion length is calculated to be 1240 km for dispersion
coefficient, D=0.4 ps nm−1 km [15].
We now consider the effects of HNLF length and pump
power on phase conjugation.
3.1. Influence of fiber length
We studied the effect of length of HNLF on idler evolution
for one period length of efficiency, i.e. for L=2Lop at pumps
power of 9.2 dBm. Figure 3(a) shows the dependence of idler
efficiency as a function of HNLF length for α=0 and
α=0.9 dB km−1 with and without SPM and XPM effect. As
HNLF length L increases, efficiency also increases and a peak
efficiency is obtained at optimum fiber length Lop for α=0;
however, beyond Lop efficiency decreases. At L=Lop, a peak
Figure 2. Intensity and phase versus time plot of (a) input signal and
(b) idler. Dashed line—intensity. Solid line—phase. Phase inversion
in idler wave with respect to phase of signal wave confirms the phase
conjugation.
Figure 3. Effect of HNLF length on idler. In figure 3(a), efficiency
increase up to optimum fiber length and then starts decreasing. In
figure 3(b), variation of phase-offset with length of HNLF is shown.
Signal power is kept constant at −7 dBm and both pump power at
9.22 dBm with Lop=3 km. For L<Lop, FWM dominates over
SPM and FWM and for L>Lop, SPM and XPM dominates. Perfect
phase conjugation is obtained at L=Lop and L=0.95Lop with and
without attenuation and SPM and XPM effects respectively. In all
figures, solid lines shows theoretical results with α=0 whereas the
circles (◦), squares (,), diamonds (à) and cross (×) shows the
simulation results with α=0 and α=0.9 dB km−1 without and
with SPM and XPM effect respectively.
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efficiency of 0.097 was obtained. Simulated values matches
closely to the theoretical values for α=0. The efficiency
decreases significantly, when α=0.9 dB km−1 is taken into
the simulation and efficiency-peak shifted to 0.8Lop. This shift
in efficiency-peak is due to attenuation in pumps and
dependence of efficiency on pumps power.
When SPM and XPM effects with α=0 is considered in
the simulation, efficiency decreases as compare to α=0, this
is due to increased residual phase mismatch (Δk) by the virtue
of SPM and XPM. Also, as the interaction length of fiber
increases (L>Lop) the SPM and XPM effect dominates over
FWM and so the efficiency decreases. The period of effi-
ciency is decreased due to increased residual phase mismatch
by SPM and XPM effect, which is clearly visible in
figure 3(a). Finally, we combine the effects of SPM and XPM
and attenuation (α=0.9 dB km−1) and an efficiency of 0.018
was obtained at L=Lop.
Figure 3(b) shows the effect of length of HNLF on the
phase-offset. At L=Lop, ΔΦoffset=0 and idler phase fi is
an exact conjugate of signal phase fs as given in (4) for
α=0. A non-zero phase-offset is present at all lengths other
than L=Lop. A small deviation in phase-offset is present at
L<Lop when attenuation (α=0.9 dB km
−1) is considered
in simulation. As length of HNLF increased, attenuation is
increased and so the phase-offset. This is due to dependence
of phase-offset on pumps power. A deviation in phase-offset
is present when the SPM and XPM effects are taken into the
simulation without attenuation due to phase change in signal,
idler and pump waves. Effect of SPM and XPM increases
with the fiber length, which results in the increment of phase-
offset. Finally, when effects of SPM and XPM and
α=0.9 dB km−1 is considered, the two effects nearly com-
pensate for each other till L=1.3Lop and a zero phase-offset
obtained at L=0.95Lop, which resulted in phase conjugation
at 2.85 km of HNLF length at 9.2 dBm pumps power with
efficiency −17 dB.
3.2. Influence of pump power
We studied the effect of pump1 power on the efficiency and
phase-offset by keeping the pump2 power constant at
9.22 dBm at HNLF length of 0.95Lop. Figure 4(a) shows that
efficiency increases with increasing pump1 power for α=0.
This efficiency decreases considerably when attenuation
α=0.9 dB km−1 is taken into the simulation. This is due to
attenuation of pumps and signal powers. When we considered
SPM and XPM effects, efficiency decreases as compare to
efficiency for α=0, because of increment in residual phase
mismatch Δk due to nonlinear self and cross-phase changes
introduced in pump1 and pump2 by SPM and XPM. This
increment in residual phase mismatch further increases with
increased pump1 power causes reduction in efficiency at
higher pump1 powers. The efficiency further decreases, when
the α=0.9 dB km−1 and SPM and XPM effects are taken
into the simulation, resulting in 0.02 of efficiency at 9.22 dBm
of pump1 power for HNLF length of 0.95Lop.
Figure 4(b) shows the effect of pump1 power on the
phase-offset. At 9.22 dBm of pump1 power the phase-offset is
almost zero for both theory and simulations at α=0 for
L=Lop and at α=0.9 dB km
−1 with SPM and XPM for
L=0.95Lop, confirming the phase conjugation. A non-zero
phase-offset is present at all other powers for α=0 as
expected from (5). With α=0.9 dB km−1, pumps power
decreases which results in increase in phase-offset, whereas,
when SPM and XPM effects are considered with α=0,
phase-offset decreases due to increase in residual phase
mismatch Δk. When the effects of attenuation and SPM and
XPM are combined, they nearly compensate each other till
10 dBm of pump1 power, resulting in perfect phase con-
jugation at pump1 power of 9.22 dBm.
Figure 4. Effect of pump1 power on idler. In figure 4(a), efficiency
increase as the pump1 power is increased for α=0 and for
α=0.9 dB km−1 with SPM and XPM effects, the efficiency is
smaller due to attenuation and increase in residual phase mismatch
by SPM and XPM effects in pumps. In figure 4(b), variation of
phase-offset with pump1 power is shown. Signal power is kept
constant at −7 dBm and HNLF length is kept at 0.95Lop. The
increase in phase-offset due to attnuation is cancelled by decrease in
phase-offset by SPM and XPM effects results in perfect phase
conjugation at 9.22 dBm of pump1 power. In all figures, dash (-) line
shows theoretical results with α=0 for L=Lop and solid lines
shows theoretical results with α=0 whereas the circles (◦), squares
(,), diamonds (à) and cross (×) shows the simulation results with
α=0 and α=0.9 dB km−1 without and with SPM and XPM effect
respectively for L=0.95Lop.
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Finally, we observed that perfect phase conjugation with
efficiency 0.097 is possible at L=Lop with pumps power of
9.22 dBm in theory for α=0, whereas, with attenuation
(α=0.9 dB km−1) and SPM and XPM effects, phase con-
jugation with efficiency −17 dB is predicted at L=0.95Lop
∼2.85 km with pumps power of 9.22 dBm by simulation.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a scheme of frequency-shift
free OPC. OPC is realized using counter-propagating dual
pump FWM in HNLF, with pump frequencies placed sym-
metrically about signal frequency. Symmetrical placement of
pump frequencies results in generation of idler in the signal
band with high efficiency. The idler and signal appears at
opposite ends of the HNLF, which then spatially filtered to
eliminates the needs of polarization-shift in idler. Further, we
assume both pumps to be co-polarized for polarization
insensitive FWM. By keeping the pump powers equal, we
avoid instability of FWM process in our scheme.
Using NLSE, we derived expressions for signal and idler
evolution inside OPC. We showed that for optimum length
Lop of HNLF at a given pump power, idler phase is equal to
conjugate of signal phase. Numerical solution of OPC
equation (2) confirms that idler is phase conjugate of signal.
We further verify the perfect phase conjugation by pro-
posed OPC under ideal lossless condition, by resolving the
temporal profile of electric field envelope of signal and idler
modulated with repetitive pattern of ‘1101’ at 40 Gbps with
non-zero chirp MZM.
We have identified the critical design parameters: length
of HNLF and pump power and analyses their effects on the
performance on OPC. In our simulation we considered the
effect of SPM and XPM and neglected the stimulated Bril-
louin and Raman scattering. We have shown that for HNLF
length L<Lop, FWM prevails over SPM and XPM and SPM
and XPM dominates for L>Lop. At L<Lop, a small phase-
offset is present, which can be avoided by choosing HNLF
length L=0.95Lop. We have also shown that effect of SPM
and XPM is higher at higher pump powers. This effect of
SPM and XPM is nullified by attenuation upto 10 dBm of
pump1 power. For HNLF length of 2.85 km and pumps power
at 9.22 dBm, we observe perfect phase conjugation with
efficiency −17 dB. In practice, efficiency is limited by sti-
mulated Brillouin and Raman scattering process, which was
avoided by keeping detuning between pumps and signal away
from Brillouin and Raman gain spectrum.
In conclusion, we have proposed a novel scheme for
generating frequency-shift free OPC using counter-propagat-
ing dual pump FWM in nonlinear fiber. We have shown that
under right conditions, idler phase is conjugate of signal
phase. Simulations carried out show good agreement with
theoretical results.
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